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KENNA, ROOSEVELT COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, APRIL 22, 1921

AGR EEMENT

COL J.

10

M.

WAINWRIGHT

OKLAHOMA

RED RIVER CASE

MEETING CALLED FOR RAILROAD WORKERS AND
OWNERS

SOUTH BANK IS BOUNDARY
LINE SAYS THE U. S.
- SUPREME COURT

16

USD IS

Organized Labor Will. Have Right To
Organize for Lawful Purposes
Is Given Recognition It
Is Stated.
Chicago. National agreements defining working conditions for employes on all American railroads form-erl-y
nnder the federal railroad administration, were ordered abrogated effective July 1, 1921, by the United
States railroad labor board.
' The board called upon the officials
and system organizations of employes
of each railroad to select representatives "to confer and to decide," as
much of the rules controversy as possible. "Such conferences shall begin
t the earliest possible date," the decision said.
The decision affected all railroad
employes except those on train service who are under" separate agreements between the individual railroads and the four big brotherhoods.
Sixteen Principles Announced.
In connection with the conference
negotiations, the board laid down a
et of sixteen principles which are to
serve as a foundation for any rules
which may be agreed to In the conference. The present general rules
learing before the labor board, which
3bas been in progress since January 10,
'will continue until both sides have
completed their testimony, following
Which the board "will promulgate
such rules as it determines just and
treasonable as soon after July 1, 1921,
as is reasonably possible and will
make them effective."
The sixteen principles outlined by
the board .were drawn up by Henry
T. Hunt, of the public group and
the right of the employes to organize for lawful purposes, the right
of employes to negotiate through representatives of their own choosing,
'the right of seniority and the prinday. It was
ciples of the eight-hou- r
specified that "eight hours work must
"be given for eight hours pay." Espionage should not be practiced by either
aside, the decision said, and employers'
representatives should have the right
to make an agreement applying to all
employes in .the craft or class.

WORTH

$500,000,000

Treaty of 1819 With Spain Is Basis, of
"Decision The Property Has Been
In Handa of Receiver During Suit.

beWashington. The boundary
tween Oklahoma and Texas follows
the south bank of the Red River, the
supreme court held in deciding the
dispute between the two states.
The. treaty of 1819 between the
United States and Spain made the
southern bank the boundary, tho court
said, citing negotiations
between
Secretary of State Adams and the
Spanish envoy at the time when TexCol. J. Mayhew Walnwrlght of New as was a part of Mexico. By "every
York, assistant secretary of war, Is a consideration," the court added, the
National Guard officer and during the definitions of boundary was Just and
war served as Inspector general on legal.
the staff of Major General O'Ryan of
Oil lands in the Red river valley
the Twenty-seventdivision.
valued at about $500,000,000, were involved in the suit. The lands have
been in the hands of a receiver apSTOCKYARD
pointed by the supreme court a year
ago on motion of the government,
TWO ADMINISTRATORS ARE which intervened In the dispute between the states.
APPOINTED
Under the injunctions issud by the
court at the request of the governWill Be Given One Year to Dispose ment, the state of Texas was prohibited from issuing permits affecting the
of Stocks at a Salary of
contested lands, while both states
$10,000 Eaoh.
were prohibited from removing oil or
gas well machinery located In the terWashington. A new .plan under ritory.
which Swift. & Co., and Armour & Co.
The court announced that a formal
are to divest themselves of their in
terests in stockyards and stockyard decree would be issued within the
terminal railroads was agreed to by next few days carrying out its Judgment. The Red river case grew out
the department of justice and immediately approved by Justice Stafford of of a suit brought by the state of Okthe District of Columbia supreme lahoma, which claimed the title to
valuable oil deposits lying in the shalcourt.
Under the plan, the companies must low waters of the river. Had the
deliver their stock in the yards and center of the river been held to be
terminals to the Illinois Trust & Sav- the state line as Texas claimed, the
ings Bank at Chicago, within thirty oil we' Is in operation would have been
days for administration by two trus- thrown Into Texas.
Oklahoma's counsel produced in
tees, Henry W. Anderson, of Richmond, Vs., and George Sutherland, of court lengthy excerpts from the negoSalt Lake City, Utah, until sold, which tiations between the United States
and Spain in 1819 to show that this
must be within a year.
very point was brought up at that
The trustees are to receive salaries
Secretary Adams, according to
time.
$10,000
year
of
a
each and will have
power to interfere in the management his memoirs Bet forth that he had inof any stockyard or railroad, if in the sisted that the "south bank" of the
opinion of both either the Sherman Red river must be accepted as the
NINE-KILLEIN TWISTER act or the terms' of the decree are limit of the jurisdiction of the United
D
Statrs.
being violated.
Pending determination of
suit,
Physicians and Helpers Gave Help to
plan
sets forth that the de the supreme court appointed the
The
"Frederic
the Needy.
fendants are to proceed to sell their A Delano
receiver of the proceeds
stock with due diligence, with reports from
the oil wells in operation and
persons
McKinney, Texas.
Nine
of all sales submitted to the court for
were killed and fifty-siare suffering its approval. These reports must authorized him to pay a portion of the
from injuries, some probably fatally, contain the price and the name of the Income to the owners.
rwhen a tornado swept down from proposed purchasers
and must be ac
jthe west on Melissa, six miles companied by affidavits that the pro- MEXICO
IS QUIET AGAIN
'
'north of here. Fire followed in the posed purchasers are In no way condebris of the buildings razed by the nected with the defendants.
No Discord In Obregon Administratwister, and virtually the entire busition, Is Claim of Officials.
In the event that any of the stock
ness district and the east side of remains
unsold
year,
at
of
the
end
the
Melissa were destroyed.
Mexico City. Authority of Presimay obtain as extenThe tornado unroofed the school the defendantsupon
dent Obregon has been firmly estabsion
of
time
showing
a
made to lished
"building, in which about 240 children
in ' all parts of the republic,
were at classes, also caving in the the court of diligence In their efforts and there are no threatening Influeast walls, but, due to the foresight to dispose of the stock at a fair and ences at work, declared E. Plutarcoy
of the principal and teachers, who reasonable price.
Calles, secretary of the interior, last
when they say the tornado approachnight. He reiterated that concessions
ing, marshalled their" charges into the FARMERS
TALK DISCOUNT made some time ago regarding condibasement, none xt the children were
tions in Mexico are more satisfactory
hurt.
Marketing Plan As Af- than they have been for soveral years.
The tracks of the Houston & Texas
fected by Truet Laws Discussed.
They followed a recent Interview by
Central railroad and the electric InAtlolfo de la Huerta, secretary of the
Washington. The status of farmer treasury, who declared it was his perterurban railway through Melissa
were torn up for a half mile. A string
marketing associations sonal belief that all members of the
of freight cars on the railroad track under the Sherman anti-trus- t
act was cabinet should keep out of politics
was blown off, injuring some of the discussed at the American Farm Bu- and place themselves completely in
trainmen.
reau federation conference here to accord with the president's policies.
se
The tornado dealt with Melissa in frame a farmers legislative program. There have teen
that-thethe usual freakish fashion. It origi- Financial requirements of such asso- two members of the government were
nated near Franklin, six miles west ciations it was asserted might neces- estranged from President Obregon
of Melissa, swept eastward, destroy sitate clarifying legislation.
and their statements in praise of his
ing farm buildings along the way aU.
The executive committee was urged administration
aroused considerable
by
Roland and Chambersvllle,
then
speakers to work for extension of interest in this city.
missed the west side of Mllssa, only the time of rediscount of agricultural
Extensive land concessions granted
to sweep down from the east.
Botes to the federal reserve system. Josey Llmantour, secretary
of
'
The Waldon hotel, . which faced
The conference accepted an invita- treasury during tho administration the
of
was
south,
hurled around by the tion from Governor Harding of the
Diaz, have been nullified and
wind and left facing west. No one federal reserve board and named a Porflrlo
plans have been completed for their
In the hotel was hurt.
committee to confer with the board, return to the government,
it was of
particularly as to sugested develop- ficially announced.
These concessions
ment of the farm loan bank Idea.
include vast tracts la various parti
of the republic.
up-iel- d
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BE ABROGATED

RULES GQVEB'.EQTH SIDES

NO. 5

Tires and Tubes
Boots and Patching

Accessories

and Supplies

Phone

42

P. & R. GARAGE
El Ida, New Mexico
Acetylene Welding
Expert Mechanics

W. E. LUCAS
PROPRIETOR

ED. J. NEER,

Undertaker end Embwlmw
LICENSED BY STATE BOARD
anawered
4tj or night Office pWa 67 two
tpl
KesJdcnca, 67 three ringa. Agent for RoeweH and Amariilo
Greenhouaea. Portalee, New Mexico.
Complete) line of Caaketa and Robe

rW

Tta Old lime Preparations Are Good

h

and yxm win find them aU here front Dobell'a eolation to
the end of the chapter. AU correct! ccunpounded and bearing
the guaranteeing label of

ROSWELL, N. M.
GO TO

KEMP LUMBER CO.
ELXDA. N. VL

For Wire, Post. Cement. Lumber and Building
MitcrUL jSJl Poora and Hardwire

a G. BRIDGES, Managcn

IfllA BANK & TRUST

COMPANY.

;

x

ICcnna, Now Mesico.

OOOOOOO
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GTOAIGHT BANKING ON SAFE
AND SOUND METHODS.
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Yoscmite Park Rangers Make Difficult Snow Climb

GOCID

ROADS

Mrs. Robert
O. Reynold

GRAVEL FOR, ECONOMIC ROAD

1 P1'

)Qr..

i:iik teenier, wiui liut off), vmu u puitj uiude a dlfllctilt
hi i ostiums iViiiuiiui
i ii.& o. i ii. ..i.., 1. .ii
and dangerous ascent from tlie lloor of Yosemite vulley to Gluclcr Point on the rim In snow In places nearly 8 feet
deep. It took them 10 hours to make 11 miles and climb 3,250 feet Going back they gut down and slid' much of the
way.
(.-
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Bad Money Tale

Wins Leniency
it- -

An'
Sigh a wild wolf, an' I'm
Hobos Heave Thankful
den he gives a handful of dem bills
When They Get Thirty Days
to me and my podners. They was $50
bills, too.
Instead of Five Years.

SAY

"JUSTICE

AIN'T

BLIND"

'Buffalo Ike's" Sportive Dispensation
of Some (75,000, Gets Six Hobos
Into Trouble Barkeeper Finds
"Old Hickory's" Eyes Crossed.

"Now dis feller was lit tip some and
us folks flggered it was time to beat
It after we got th' Jack, 'cause he
mlghta wanted It back. D'ya get me,
Judge?
"Well," Shoestring continued, "we
ducked arouu' th' block and when we
seen he wasn't comln we headed for
a dump dat sells booze. In we went
an' tip to th bar.
"We asked for booze and we got it.
It had an awful kick fer th' next
thing I knew th' cqps was shakln' me
up."
But to Interpolate:
"Shoestring" gave the bartender
one of the $50 bills. Shoestring's appearance was far from prosperous
the bartender looked carefully at the

Chicago.
Doyle and
bis five companions heaved a thank-fu- l
sigh as they gazed at the patched
moonlight on Uie floor of the county
Jail.
For "Shoestring" and his mates
only had 30 days to think of Instead
of five years thanks to the ineffable
hospitality of one "Buffalo Ike" and bill.
his sportive dispensation of some $75,-00"Old
"ShooBtrlDg"

One morning recently "Shoestring"
nnd his live partners, "Slim" Roach,
Steps, "Spuds" Miller,
"Iilackie"

"Dude" Smith, and "Texas" Ducrost,
climbed wearily from the rods of n
box car In one of lower Chicago's numerous freight yards.
Start Out to "Do the Town."
It wasn't warm that day, and Shoestring's shoes leaked as they plodded
townward. They headed for the Hobo college for a feed. Then they got
to Madison and Halsted.
"You see," they chorused later to
Judge Landls, "we were standln'
there glvln' the town th' high sign and
wlshin' for a drink, w'en a feller
comes along an' bumps Into us.
" 'Hello, Jack,' he sez to me. 'Want
a drink?'
"Now, honestly, Judge, them's no
words to sny to me on a cold day
ain't I right?
"What did I say? I said. 'Sure
Where Is It?'
"Then what do you t'lnk dot feller
did? He pulled out two double hand-ful- s
of bills outa his pockets and ho
says: 'Wheel Looka me! I'm Buffalo Ike of Leadville, Colorado! I'm
-

ROADS AID ARGENTINE COTTON

Hickory's" Eyes Crossed.
the face of Andrew
("Old Hickory")
Jackson
which
looked back at him wasn't natural.
"Old Hickory" had cross eyes. The
bortender phoned Copt Thomas I.
Porter' of the secret service, who
speedily arrived.
Shoestring and his companions went
to Jail the bills were counterfeit.
But
"We ain't counterfeiters, Judge,"
the "Shoestring"
appealed.
"We
didn't know the Jack was queer.
We're Just the fall guys for 'Buffalo
Ike, dot's all. He give us dat Jack
an' now we've got to stand th' stretch
for It. It ain't fair. Is It, Judge?"
drawled the Judge, "111
be easy on you fellows. Thirty days
apiece I"
Out in the hallway the quintet
grinned at each other:
"Ain't that a right guy?" Jubilated
"Shoestring." "There he mlghta glv-e- n
us a fiver apiece and he hands out
Just 30 days. Ain't he th' best doggone Judge In th' Judiciary? I'll tell
th' world he is."
"Justice ain't blind, is it?" one was
heard to say.
And

behold

Here's a Tank That Can
, Walk, Float and Dive
Paris. An amphibious tank
was demonstrated to French
naval nnd military authorities
at Marseilles by its Inventor,
Leon Foenquln. The machine
resembles the ordinary whippet
tank except that it is propelled
from the stern." After crossing
trenches and climbing walls the
tank entered water, cruised, on
the surface for a while, then
dived and crawled ashore along
the bottom. Gen. Monro and
Admiral Beaussant witnessed
the performance.

1

one-thir-
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Osslnlng, N.
The rare operation of removing a bullet from a man's
brain was successfully accomplished
in Sing Sing prison hospital. A remarkable feature was that Dr. William L. Chapman of Brooklyn, who
performed the work, was propped in an
Invalid chair.
The operation was an attempt to
cure Insanity in a prisoner.
The presence of two bullets In the
brain was disclosed by
the
one removed being imbedded almost
two inches, while the other was Kdged
behind the right ear. When the first
Y.

X-ra-

3.
f7'

f

-

"I have actually gained twenty-fiv- e
pounds and I Just think Tunlac is the
grandest medicine in the world," said?
Mrs. Robert O. Reynolds, 127 North
Denver St., Kansas City, Mo.
"For ten long years I suffered from
a very bad form of rheumatism, stomach nnd nervous troubles. My appetite was very poor. What Utile I did
eat soured on my stomach and I suffered the most severe pnlns in my
back, hips and shoulders. My rheumatism was so bad that I could not
raise my hands to comb my hair and1
my arms hurt me to my finger tips.
I became so weak and run down that
I lost all my energy and life had
almost a burden. I tried many
things but nothing helped me.
"I had only taken my first bottle
of Tanlac when I noticed my appetite
was Improving and I could sleep better at night I have taken three bottles and the way It has helped me and)
built me up Is really astonishing. I
can eat anything and everything without the slightest disagreeable aftereffects. I sleep Just One at night and
am In better health than I have been
for years. I am glad to give this
statement hoping that any who are
suffering as I did may experience the
same wonderful results, which I
they will If they give Tanlac ,a
bo-co-

be-lle-

Detroit, Mich. Albert C. Malone
was the victim of what Is believed
to be one of the meanest thefts perpetrated In Detroit in several months,
when sneak thieves robbed him of bis
crutches while he stopped to adjust
bis tie at Seldon and Cass avenues.
Malone notified the police that after
alighting from a bus to go to his
home he stopped beside a church on
the corner, placing his crutches
against the side of the budding.
Two men of about twenty years of
'age were standing on the corner and
each grabbed one crutch and ran.
The crutches had been purchased during the day at a downtown store and
Malone was tnklng them home for the
first .time.
Inside Organs on Wrong Side.
Rutland, Vt. Though all his internal organs are "on the wrong side,"
and he has tuberculosis, William
Bowen of West Charleston, Vt., a patient at the Vermont sanitarium in
nttsford, is going to get well, say the
doctors, to whom the man Is an anapictures takep
tomical curiosity.
to ascertain the conditions of the lungs
revealed the fact that his heart is on
the right side of his chest, the stomach
Is misplaced, the liver on the left instead of the right side, and the appendix on the left.
y

Removes Bullet bullet had been extracted the other
was found to be lodged solidly In the
From Head of Convict.
tissue. After a consultation It was
decided not to touch it The incision
Propped Up In Invalid Chair Dr. Chap, then was closed, and the patient re-

9

15-to-

Meanest of All Sneak Thieves Take
Props From Detroit Man and
Dash Away,

OPERATES ON BRAIN
man Performs Successfully Rare
Operation In Surgery.

Gravel roads are given a Btrong recommendation as economic highways by
A. It. Hirst, Wisconsin state highway
engineer. Not only so, but he Is of
the firm opinion that the economic
service of a grnvel Toad is proportionate to Its worth. In other words. If a
gravel roadway 13 feet wide has a life
or service of three to five years, then
the addition of 10 feet will Increase
Its serviceable life to six or possibly
ten years.
"These figures are not definite,"
says Mr. Hirst, "they merely express
the comparison which It Is sought to
emphasize. Moreover this comparison
does not hold true, nor is any broad
assertion of the worth of gravel roads
quite true unless there Is continuous
maintenance. Wherever gravel roads
are giving notable service good maintenance is as much the reason as is
good construction In the first place."
Mr. Hirst recently gave an important address on this subje"ct and the
following Is a condensed summary of
the main points in his discussion:
1. The prime factor in determining
the relative service value of highways
is whether they serve traffic effectively and Inexpensively.
2. Preliminary traffic censuses are
valueless as aids in pavement type selection. '
8. Traffic counts have value only In
giving
upon , traffic
information
changes, and operation costs over
varying pavement surfaces.
4. What has been is no indication
of what will be.
5. States must adopt uniform loads
to be borne by roads of varying classes
of Importance.
n
6. All highways cannot be made
highways every day in the year.
7. Expressed In terms of real service value, type means little unless se- -

STEAL CRUTCHES OF CRIPPLE

Industry Quadruples In Three Years,
Due to Help Given Farmers by
Invalid Surgeon
State Railways.
Buenos Aires. The cotton industry
in northern Argentina has quadrupled
In Importance In three years as a result
of aid given to the farmers by the
state railways.
approximately 12,000
In 1018-1acres were planted, while the 10'J0-2crop embraces an area of about 50,000
; acres.
The crop yield is from 1,200 to 1,000
pounds per acre, according to statistics
d
of
published by the railroads,
which is fiber and the rest seed. A gin
mill have been connnd a cotton-see- d
structed to take care of the crop.
The problem of the Argentine cotton
farmer is lack of labor for picking the
crop. Attempts have been made to use
machinery for this, but these have been
l.
reported as being only partially

Summary of Important Points Brought
Out In Recent Address by Wisconsin Engineer.

gained consciousness.
The full operation lasted one hour.
A piece of skull the size of a silver
dollar first was removed, and Into the
aperture Dr. Chapman inserted his x
finger gently, being careful not
to rupture the brain tissue or draw
blood. Deeper and deeper, with painful slowness, the surgeon probed until
his finger came In contact with the
bullet Then the surgeon slowly
worked Ms finger around and under
the object, gradually forcing it through
the tissue until It touched the side
of the skull, and then half lifted, half
pushed It, along the wall until It
reached the opening, where it was
taken out with forceps.

fair trial."

Hiti

Tanlac is sold by leading druggists
everywhere. Adv.
A Ruling.
"My client accuses her husband of

cruel and inhuman treatment, your
honor. He refused to buy her a thousand dollur fur coat."
"Well, that may have been cruel,
but I hardly think It was inhuman."
Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
-

i

Proper Maintenance Given to. This
Road.
. '
lection of it is supplemented by proper
design and layout.
8. The road problem Is not to build
few boulevards but a transportation
system.
y
9: We have thought too little about
the basic function of highways the
offering of facilities for travel.
10. A striking feature of highway
construction, reconstruction and maintenance has been an almost total disregard of comfort, convenience and
economy of operation in the interests
of the traveling public.
11. The one permanent thing about
road work is proper grading on correct locations.
12. The highway user knows little
about pavement economics; but he
does know where and when he broke
the last spring.
13. We have used too much mathematics and too little common sense.
14. Our owners demand service and
service they must be given.
15. Maintenance is the keystone of
the entire structure of pavement serr
Ice.

'

REMOVE BLOTS ON HIGHWAYS
National Association of Gardeners
Passes Resolution Concerning.
Use of Billboards.
The National Association of Gardeners passed a resolution at Its last
meeting concerning the use of billboards on highways and private property. Let's have more of these resolutions and more action against these
blots on our landscape. Why not remove all material that litters ths
fences and trees near home? Le Boy
Cady, associate horticulturist. University farm, St Paul.

WOMEN

KEEP

SWAMP-ROO-

T

Thousands of. women have kidney anil
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
It the kidneys are not In a healthy
condition, they may cause the other
to become diseased.
Pain In the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are oftea times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment. Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Roos physician's pro
scription, obtained at any drug store, may
be juatjhe remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Got a medium or large size bottle Immediately from any drug store.
However, if
first to test this
(Treat preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer A Co., Pinflhamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv,
or-ga-

t,

you-wi-

The American Juggernaut
During recent years automobile accidents in America have resulted la
f
approximately
the number of
deaths caused by the industrial accidents of all sorts. Brooklyn Eagle.
one-hal-

Catarrh Can Be Cured

Catarrh la a local disease greatly Influ
conditions,
enced vy constitutional
it
therefore requires constitutional
treatment. HALL'S CATARRH MKDICIJsB
le taken Internally
and acts through
the lilood on the Mucous Surfaces of
the System.
HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICI Nia destroy
the foundation ot
the disease (Ivea the patient strength by
Improving the soneral health, and assist
nature In doing Its work.
All Druggists. Circular free.
V. i. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Taking a Chance.
"Congratulations, my dear. I once
thought of marrying him." "Well,
maybe I'll congratulate you later.""
The charm of a bathroom Is Its
By the use of Red Cross Ball
Blue, all cloths and towels retain their
whiteness until worn out 6c.
spot-lessnes-s.

Many
young lawyer falls becaaa
be practice at the wrong bar.
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soil when the land Is being pulverized

INCREASE YIELD

Only

UU1L

UMI1U.--I.

.

Manure Should
Dressing
Top
as
in the Spring.

Well-Rotte-

d

Be Applied

SOME

ADD

NITRATE OF SODA

Several of Salad Crops Require Plenty
of Nitrogen for Leaf Growth Application of Lime Ha Decided Advantage.
(Prepared by the UnltcdBtales

Depart-

ment of Agriculture.)

Nothing equals plenty ot stable or
mnnure to make a garden plot
produce the best crops. Garden specialists of the United States Department of Agriculture mean by this not
merely a meager scattering over the
surface, but an application about two
Inches thick. It should be applied In
the fall to form a protecting cover during the winter. If this Is done, the
manure should be turned under as
early In the spring as possible, but any
material too rough to turn under
should be piled In a compost heap to
manure should
rot. Only
be applied In the spring as a top dressing. Afler the land has been plowed,
scatter the rotted manure over the
eurface and work It in with the barrow. If the garden Is spaded the manure should be worked In with a spading fork ir rake.
Elements Sometime Deficient.
Large quantities of manure should
garden, that
be used. On a tenth-acr- e
feet by
Is, one measuring about 43
100 feet, apply from one to two tons
well-rotte-

d

-

ready for planting.
Several crops require special fertilizers.
For Instance, lettuce, cabbage,
spinach, kale, and In fact all of the
snlod crops, and those which ore grown
for greens, need plenty of nitrogen to
make leaf growth. These crops might
well be stimulated during their growing period by a little nitrate of soda,
not exceeding ten pounds on a tenth
of nn acre at any one application. The
applications should be at least three
weeks apart. It should not be applied
within six Inches of the plants or In
too large quantities, or burning will
follow and Injure the plants. Fruits
and crops like beuns, peas and corn,
that are grown for their seeds, need
plenty of phosphoric acid. Root crops,
as potatoes, carrots and beets, require
plenty of potash.
Many gardens are Improved by applications of lime. However, It may
Injure Irish potatoes, for lime promotes scab, n disease to which they
are susceptible. Except on land to be
planted In potatoes, lime applied once
every three years at the rate of 200 to
300 pounds on a tenth-acrgarden will
be a decided advantage.
It helps to
sweeten the soli, thus making it more
suitable to crop production, and It
makes heavy clay soils lighter and easy
to cultivate.
e

Crops.

"Green-Manure- "

Another way to Improve garden soil
"
crops,
Is the use of
such as clovers, rye, alfalfa, barley,
and, In fact, almost anything which
will grow upon the land during the fall
and winter. The clovers, and the other
closely related plants known as
legumes, which hnve the power of gathering the free nitrogen from the air
and storing it up In the soil are the
e
most desirable.
cropj
should be turned under In early spring.
"green-manure-

Green-manur-

Short Skirt Is
to Stay Awhile
American designers, writes a New
have
fashion correspondent,
taken their places once and for all as
leaders In the ranks of fashion.
Abroad one bears the women of fashion sighingly say, "Oh, If only 1 could
have one of those American suits or
one of those American something
else I" We are producing here some
creations,
conspicuouslybeautiful
ones that are distinctly the expressions of our own personalities. '
They accuse us cf dressing all alike.
Well, If we do, that Is because the
American women have refused to open
their eyes sufficiently to the possibilities of these American creations, for
they are not all designed alike by any
manner of means, and any sameness
In our dressing cannot be laid at the
doors of the arltsts who are working
so hard to set the pace ilong distinctive American lines.
The fashion shows this spring, prefash-Ionsenting strictly American-mad- e
have been a treat to the eye. a he
crudities which once were apparent
are fast disappearing, and one delights In a showing of American gowns
as much because of their fine points
of design and construction as because
of their utter sultoblllty to the figures
which they are meant to adorn.
There Is nothing which we do so
well nor wear so well "as the street
suit for women, and there Is nothing,
really, whl,ch we like so well. When
York

-

s,

PLAN TO ERADICATE
DISEASE OF POTATO

If7

Intensive Warfare Being Made to
Stamp Out Wart.
Ailment Usually Destroys Entire Crop
When Tubers Susceptible to It
Are Planted In Badly Infested Ground.

-

y

s

"

-

K

Manured Garden Mean
creased Production.

Heavily

'

In-

two loads In the fall. If a truck Is
used for hauling one load generally
will be sufficient. If a corresponding
amount Is piled up In the autumn with
a little sod or soil mixed with it, and
worked over once or twice during the
winter, It will give a good supply of
compost for use as a spring top dressing.
Where this amount of manure Is
vised very little chemical fertilizer Is
needed. However, manure very often
does not have a sufficient quantity of
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash In
It, and It m'ay be desirable to add
commercial fertilizers containing 2 or
8 per cent nitrogen, 8 or 10 per cent
phosphoric acid and 8 to 6 per cent
potash, at the rate of 100 pounds on
garden. This also can be
a tenth-acrspread broadcast and worked Into the
e

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)

Although their efforts to eradicate
the potato wart from the 100 acres or
less In which it has found lodgment In
the United States are as yet Inconclusive, pathological experts of the
United States Department of Agriculture are continuing an Intensive scientific warfare to stamp out the disease.
The infection, which has been found In
only 17 milling villages In Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Maryland, Is
one of the most stubborn with which
the department has ever had1 to cope.
Potato wart was Introduced by Importations of foreign potatoes prior to the
establishment In 1912 of the federal(
quarantine prohibiting the Importation
of potatoes from countries where the
disease was known to occur.
Soil sterilization tests by means ot
steam and chemicals were carried out
In Infested gardens In Pennsylvania
and West Virginia In 1919 and 1920.
The methods tested were: Live steam
under an Inverted iron pan ; a solution
of formaldehyde applied to the soil,
both alone and In combination with
steam and the use of chemical solutions, Including bordeoux mixture, mercuric chloride, and sulphuric acid. The
worth of each method was tested by
planting a susceptible variety of potatoes on the treated plots. None of the
chemical treatments resulted In complete eradication of the disease, and
steam sterilization, while it appeared
to be successful in the small trial plots,
Involved such great expense and difficulty as to leave the practicability of
eradication still in doubt.

GRAIN ALLOWANCE FOR HENS jTy scattering It on the ground outside
tne nouse. a good gram mixture for
If Scattered In Litter Fowls Are Com- this purpose Is composed of equal
parts by weight of wheat, cracked
pelled to Take Necessary Excorn, and oats.
Another sultuble
ercise to Find It
grain mixture Is composed of two
'
The backyard flock should have In parts by weight of cracked corn and
addition to the table scraps a light one part of oats.
feed of grain every morning.
Four, or Ave handfuls of grain
Work Combs Overtime.
f
pint scattered in the
nbout
Currycombs should be working
Jitter will be sufficient for a flock of overtime at this season of the year.
20 to 25 hens. By handful Is meant Heavy-coatehorses should always be
as much as can be grasped In the clipped when shedding begins.
hand. By scattering It In the 'litter
the hens will be compelled to scratch
Dairy and Prosperity.
' in order to And the grain and In this
Dairying is universally conceded to
way to take exercise, which Is decid- be an evidence of thrift and prosedly beneficial to them.
perity. The communities In which
In ease not enough good, sound, dulrjing has long been established
substantial table scraps are avalluble are always prosperous.
to furnish full feeds, both at noon and
at night, another feed of the grain
Best Harness to Buy.
mixture should be thrown Into the llt-t- r
In buying new hurness get the kind
at the night feeding and should that will wear longest and need fewconslst of as much as the hens will est repairs.
up clean, J. ultry specialists In
'at United
Supply of Purs Water.
States Department of Agr'the
Every farm should have an ample
In summer or during
iculture say.
tultable weather the grain can be fed supply of pure water.
one-hal-

d

o

Simplicity of Line.
The day dresses tor this spring season produced by American designers
are lovely In the simplicity of their
lines and In the general way In which
the materials have been bandied. The
cout dress Is something which has received the stomp of approval from
American women, and there are some
new styles In this street frock which
ore very beautiful. Our afternoon
clothes and some street dresses are
partial to the use of canton crepe, a
heavier and perhaps more durable
version of crepe de chine. There are
lovely colors in this fabric, and they
have been used with great success,
the trimming being very much restrained, so that the lines of the frock
have every chance1 to tell their beauty
to the world.
Gray Is surely the color for American wear this season. Everything is
done In. gray from hats to shoes. And
if the creation Is not all in gray then
some part of It Is sure to be. Blue
capes have gray linings or gray collars. Blue hats have gray trimmings.
Reddish tones of trimming are applied to a gray foundation. Gray suits
are the order of the day. Gray stockings are worn with black shoes, unless gray shoes are used. Always
there Is gray somewhere In the ouing
and, since there are many tones and
shades of this one color, every one of
every complexion can find something
In color that suits her general makeup.

To seal In the
delicious Curley

tobacco flavor.

Toasted

5s

tfrQ

JrmaM

STOMACH

SUFFERERS
TRY FRENCH PHYSICIAN'S
REMEDY
A purely vegetable digestive, mildly laxative. Now on the market under the trade name of DIGESTOIDS.
Many stomach sufferers find they
can eat whatever they like by taking
Dlgestoids after meals.
. Mrs. L. 13. Hill writes :
"Before
taking Dlgestoids I was very careful
my
anything
now
witheat
I
diet,
in
out any ill effect. I cannot say too
much for Dlgestoids."
Get a package of DIGESTOIDS today, on a Money Back, Guarantee, at
your druggist 50 cents.

Skirts here are short. Yes, they are
very short, and there seems no sign
that they will Increase In length at
present. If we adopt the longer skirts
we will do it in another season, that
is all there is to It, for now we are
delighting in the freedom of being
able to walk about without having
the slightest restriction about our
ankles. There ore absurdities in this
length of skirt, Just as therefore apt
to be absurdities connected with any
leading fashion.
Circular Skirt Is Seen.
Now and again among the newer
American showings the circular skirt
Is seen.
It is the only evidence we
have of any widening of the skirt, but Death only a matter of short time.
when it Is circular It has the greatest
Don't wait until pains and aches
amount of fullness used in Its making. become incurable diseases. Avoid
There are so many capes among painful consequences by taking
the spring wraps, and these are so
graceful, that they cannot be passed
by unnoticed. They are made In every
fashion, from the cape of heavy homespun to that of the airiest and fluffiest
of taffetas for evening wear. The
cape coat has been forsaken In smart
dressmaking circles for the cape on The world's standard remedy for kidney,
strictly cape lines, which sometimes liver, bladder and uric acid troubles the
Is left severely plain, and again
National Remedy of Holland sine 1696.
embroidered or heavily trimmed In Three sizes, all druggists.
some way. One of these is made of Look for tbe nam Cold Modal on my boa
ami accept no imitataoo
heavy black satin with its lower edge
embroidered for some distance with
an "arrangement of gray angora wool
embroidery. It has a triple flounced
collar that Is In itself almost another
cape.
Taffeta dresses ore very much in
favor for spring street wear. In fact,
they vie with those of the canton
crepe. They have, usually, fuller
skirts, being made over lines that suit
their texture best.
Each of the couturiers in Paris, It
would seem, has outdone himself in
the creation of gowns for this latest
season. The collections have been unusually large and the examples are
more vivid than was expected. And
the various types of gowns, it may be
encouragingly reported, ore thoroughly adaptable to the uses of the American woman.

TOO
LATE

.

(Prepared

woven special silks for the purpose.
We have Imported woolens and ndapt.
ed them to our use.

G0LDMEDAL

This Model Has an Interesting Trim
ming of Blocked Linen, a Part of
the Pattern of Which Is Embroidered.
.

one returns from abroad having seen
all the styles In the world, one's eyes
ore overjoyed at the sight of the
American suit, so beautifully cut and
fitted, so artistically worn. An American woman needs a sui In her wardrobe and, If her circumstances are
such that she can have nothing else,
then she, somehow, makes that suit
fit In with every occasion demanding

her presence.
Our sport clothes, too, are a national expression which has nowhere
else been equaled. Our designers
hove combined- - grace and beauty, In
this direction, with utility, and we
have at the disposal of our buying
capacities the best selection of outdoor costumes that have anywhere
been gathered together. We have

Renew your health
by purifying your
system with

Are Longer
in Paris
Skirts
one roominess than they have had
longer

in Paris that
Skirts are
point Is an established thing, but, Just
to prove that there Is never one rule
to govern the French couturier, Jenny
has made all of her frocks and suits
with skirts as short as ever they have
been. To be sure, here are the youthful types, and, at any rate, those
among the American women who now
are rejoicing in very short skirts have
Jenny to uphold their choice; they
can refer to her decision if their Judgment should bang In the balance.
Polret, on the other hand, has
dropped his skirts to a point below
the ankles and he Is making them
as full as can be, with positive puffs
out over the hlpllne. Al' of the other
couturiers range between these two
levels; Callot likes them shorter, and
some one else likes them longer, so
there is at least a choice, and- every
woman has the privilege of choosing
the thing that becomes her best.
Skirts are fuller, too, than they have
been. A few of them are circular In
cut and another few plaited. Even
the straight skirts that follow the Une
of the figure are allowed a little mora

ly, though those for suits and

recent-

street

dresses are kept fairly conservative
in width.
The Length of Sleeves.
As for sleeves, they are not

ex-

tremely short, nor can they be said to
be long. They reach a line Just above
the elbow when they ore on more normal gowns, and there are many sleeves
that are long, with wide armlioles
and wide cuffs, no attempt being made
to hoJd them tightly to the wrists.
Necklines are subject to great latitude
gowns which
there are
are beautiful in the simplicity and
the really great comfort with which
they are constructed. This never high
neckline Is a folding, wrapping, snuggling sort of line that con only be
called easy. No one would object to
the soft folds of satin and wool which
are now called high collars, and which,
at the coll of a whim, con be slipped
from their loosely held buttons and
allowed to swing carelessly .'SJy from
the throat.
high-necke- d

Quick and delightful re.
lief for biliouaness, colds,
constipation, headaches,
and stomach, liver and
blood troubles.
The genuine are sold
only in 35c packages.
Avoid imitations.

Kill All DAISY
Flics ITEHRr

Placed anywhere,
all fliea.

Nr.

Jf'LY

clfan. ornamental,

convenient and

Hon.

Mail a

of metal.

can't atiill or ti Dover:
nut soil ortniura

anything--

6

Guaranteed.

FLY K 1 1.LEft
at yout dealer or
prepaid, 1126.
br FXPKKSS,
Urn Kmlb Ave., lirooklyn.

N.T.

HAROLD SOMUUS. U0

KeepYourSkin-Pore- s

Active and Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
Soap 25c, Oiutneat 25

tad 50c, Talcw 25c

FINK (STOCK TOMATO AND CA.KUAUM
All le.dmg varlalltia. 10 tor to;
400, tl.00: 1,000, 13.00. paroel post prepaid.
Waugh riant Farm, Waco, Ten., Koulo S.
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

21.
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Roberts

A.

Entered February Sth I9u7 at the Kenna,
olew Mexico. Post O.Tite, it cecbnd Clisi

Mtlci.

Vfa!

Land Loans
All kinds of Insurance.

"5ubor'pt1on St.00

Pr Year
Adyanae

Qo

Daniel Paint & Glass Co.
freight on $10.00 or over.

'H1

NOTICE

M-

-

.

The State of New Mexico to Arch K.
11. II. Grissom,
Locker Ruth M. Locker, William T.
(SEAL)
County Clerk.
Oliver,, Margaret F. Oliver, and all
By Paul E. Monisrn,
u kn wn claimants of interests in tl.e
Dupty.
premises Adverse to the plaintiff.
each of yen,
Gretting: Vou and
are hereby notified that a suit has hceu
Notlre for Publication.
hied against you in the District Court
Department of the Interior
of the Fifth Judicial District ot the U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
State of New Verier, in and for April, 11, 1921.
Roosevelt County, wherein M. W. Notice is hereby given that BenS.TIud-- ,
11 J.ljsi is pUiutilf, an
thi said Arch speth, ofMilncsand, N. M. who, on
K. Locker, Ruth M. Locker, William Men it, i'j'2e, made ong F.K.H.E.No.
T. Olivjr, Ma si-.s- t E. Oliver, and all '43753. for EMSEV, Sec 20, Ntf,
unknown claimants of interest in the WjjSW.V, Sec 21, and who on Feb.,
premises adverse to the plaintiff, are !25, 1921, made add H.E. O48722, fur
defendants, said cause being number. XE.V, Sec 17, Twp.
Range 36 E.
eJ if;5 upon the civil decket of said N. M. P. Meridian, has rtlei notice
of intention to mkae final three year
Court.
The general object of said action iprooi, 10 cbi.iiuiba ciaiin 10 uir iuiiu
a.o as follows: The plaintiff alleges above described, before Wm. R. Blanch
tint be is the owner in fee simple and urd, L. S. Commissioer, at Jenkins,
N. M. on the 18 dav of May 1921.
of Fect'ou Tenty-th-e- e
D poie-siot ij) and ths North-halof the Ncith
' uiiiiunt nalnes us witnesses:
half (N,'jN,'j ) of Section Twenty-siJos C Ainsworth, James A. Mcrris,
Lawrence O. McCabe,
Kid), all iu Township Five (5) Sonth, Bob Preston,
of Range Thirty (30) East, ot the allot' Milnesnad, N. M.
31511113
Emmett Patton. Register.
M. in New Mexico, and that
N. M,l
lie is credibly infoimed and belivts
m m
that the defendants claim some interest in and to to certan portions of said
premises, but that such claim is withOptemetrist and Optician
out ineiit ami void; and the plaintiff
prays that his title to said premises be EYE GLASSES THAT SATISFY.
established against any and all adverts
Roswell, New Alexico.
c'aims of the d efendauts or either of
-barth
be
and
that
deiendants
fien,
red and forever stopped from having
t
or claiming any right, title oY interest
to the premises adverse to the plaintiff
-and that the plaintiff 's title thereto be
forever ijuited and set at rest, and for
general relief.
0
You are futher notified that unless
oi enter your appeal ance in said
cause and plead or answer therein on Will Appreciate a share,
or befors the tenth day ot June,
of your Abstract business.
1
judgement by default will be
-r ,
0taken ag inst you. and plaintiff will
deapply to the court fur the relief
Mrs. Maud
manded in his complaint.
Yon are futher' notified that George
Portales, New Mexico.
L. Resfe is attorney for the plaintiff
and his pistoffice address is Poitalef",

I

i

DAVID L. GEYfcH

i

:LAND OFFlCEtiPRACTICC
A
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Dr. Chas, A. Stahlin

PORTALES
ABSTRACT CO.

9-

--

Smith, Pres.

8
8

Patronize Home
Industry

ft

f,

t

ROSWELL,

N.

,S?i

4."

OLIVE

w-

(O

Try a Sack Today.
Its GUARANTEED
If Not Satisfied, Bring it Back and
Get Your MONEY.

a

v

,
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ITEMS

a

Coal oil 5 gollon3 for 90 centB
W. A. Barnard calltd on his
family in Elida, Tuesday he was
accompanied by his sister, Miss
Lizzie Barnard.
Mrs. Clara Stroud called on

Mrs.

0. H. Hewatt

-

-
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'

'

i Uisdayk

w
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A.

Jl' Tt

1J

Mattress and Rtig Co.

Guaranteed

313 So. Main St.

Roawall. N. M.
Notice for Publication

KOTICI! FOR PUBUCATlOa.

Department of the Interior

Dcpartme.it of the Interior

S; Land Office at Roswell, N. M. U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
April. 7, ig2i.
ii, ign.
visitors April
Notice is hereby given that Eathen R.
Notice is heraby given that Thomas J.
Bail, of Fluvana, Texas, who, on Mcb
Fuller, of Jenkins, N.M. who, on Ju'y

H. T. Jor.e3 and ton, Myron

business

drove over to
returning via

Kenna.

J. W. Jennings made a
trip to Elida, Monday.

busi-

ness

J. R. Morris was transacting
business in Elida, Tuesday.
J. F. Sturman bought and received from G. T. L?tt)efie;d cf
Kenna, last weak 200 head of
yearling heifers.

U.

made H. E. No. 034410, for
Kangs 32-N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notics of
tion to make final three year proof, to
cstalish claim to the land aboVe describ.
ed, before Alvin C. Whits, U. S
CommiEsioner, in his office at NWJCi
N, M. P, M
Sec. Ten T
K. ji-on the 14, day f May 1911.
1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as wluissssa:
Cleveland C. Pyle, Marion M. Pyle,
I3en R. Warren, J. Fletcher Wilson,
Hubert N. McMullan, all of Elida,
Jake E. Hebison, William E. Bonds, N. M.
aij inij
all of leukitis, N. M.
a:s nii3
Emmett Patton. Register.
Emmett Patton, Register.

made 2nd H.E No. 040069 fcr
SEX.SNE, SSWV. Sec 20, Twp
has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
theiaud above described, before Wm.
It. lilanchard, U. S. Commissioner, st
Jenkins, N. M. on ths 18, day of May
16, 1919,

Month.

t4

8--

6--

-0-

G. W. Z.SMK,
Vlcter
Phonographs,

191C,

HIGH ART TAILORING

',,"M.iwTHo(iffeTM
&

.7,

E)i, Sec. 11, Twp

-

TAILORS
HATTERS

CLEANERS,

RANGE CATTLE and SHEEP
COMMISSION DEALER

AND

Work Neatuy Dour,
0

124 North

Rojwell,

Main

N

M

103

Roswell, N.

west Fourth

N. M.

SOTICK OF rUULlRATIO.
Dppnrtmpnt of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Notice is here
Apr ii, 192 .
by given that II y man T. Nored, of
Jenkins, N. M. who on July 19,
made lid. E. No. 035131, for Lots I; 2:
,
Sec 3, Twp.- 3. 4;
,
lige,
N.M.P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
Rand above described, before Wm. R.
I!lancliard, U. S. Commissioner, at
Jenkins, N. M. on the t8 day of May
- "
iy2i .
Clalmnut names an witnesses:
VViliiam C. Glenu I). Alonzo (ilenn,
William E. Honda. Ben K. Warren,
all of Jeiikinx, N. M.
15 11113
Emmett I'atton, Register.
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For Sale By

E:

H.

Kenna,
L

i

White.
N.
k

AV

OSMjr
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Renovating. Carpet
Cleaning. Satisfaction

spent the day.

Roswell,

tfC

Mattress Manu'acturing and

Miss Mary Malone called on
Mrs. 11. B. Lucrs Sunday and

W. A. Stroud
Elida, Monday,

jCT.

V'W

t

iviRoswell

Hewatt's father and
mother are visiting he and Mrs.
Hewatt at this writing.

Edison

WessrM

r'r.TiT.'iaMinr

'

,

V'

H.

were Elida,
Monday.

M.

t
inui5 cngms, rumps, iuicaoesios
Liaufd Roof COATING.
Roswell. New Mexico.

Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Lucas were
shopping in Elida, Wednesday.
O.

N.

Koswen pump uo.
II

at H. E. Whites.

A

a

,

.VVina

New Records Received Onde

Why pay freight on flour. The Roswell
Milling Co., is making the best grade of patent
FLOUR from Feces Valley wheat. Keep your
ir.onc-at hon.e. What is the sense in helping
Kansas farmers toward pro3perty when a jood
FLOUR is made here at home?

tt-

.

JEWELER.

k

3vJ

vs3'v

iW.

--

Roswell,

..

SPECIALTY.

Co.

Jouce-Ppu- lt

i8

Kenna Hotel.

'

j

inch Domestic for S1.00.

36

10 yard3

q

-

1

and ask to include with every order,

0

50 Cents

Witness my hand and seal of said
court on this the 15th., day of April,
1921.

Write for Samples

0
i

H

returned.

So Kwitcherkikkin.

New Mexico.

OK PENDENCY
OF SI" IT.

to

not
can be

Goods

Satisfactory

perfectally

I

To get something to
EAT. MEALS Now

J

l..;..f.4t''t'''
N.

Roswell.

te

Vj

Dad Shermans

Taint?, Glass and Wall Paper.

X

l.

the day the

Will make shipment
Order is received.

k

Hello-Bill-

We pay

ait "Orders

In

New Alexico
An,

j

tt

AdvertiMlDi raid made known on application

fjs5'5sS
f
f

t't'

t

SEND US YOUR

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. White

By

General Real Estate and

Elida,

1rli'4itt-mr4-

g

f

T

-
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LOCALS

Mail

Bu

Have your shoes repaired and
cut downjlhe II. C. L.
C. C. McGuffin,
414 N. Main

Caps-assort-

Just

yy

what the Boy Vdrits.

40

C- -

Each

Ssnd an order tc day-

2'

.V"

-

Youf Name on a Postal Card

WILL BRING OUR CATALOG
WHWWUUUUMiM,rNMtM,.MilitHSMHlSri(SfSVfSMMJSIM'tll,ltHf1l,M,

Roswell Seed Go.

Mr. and Mrs. A. G

JUS

New .iigxie'd.

Atkinson
of Eaglehill, were guest of their
friend Mr. and Mrs. J A. Beav-- j
6:3 last vveek.
'
"
Jes3 Hathcdck and W, IL
lCryer were in town yesterday
.
from Union Valley,- - They were
accompained by W. D. McFfrr-lanan uncle of Mr. Ilatheock's.i
who has just arrived from Okla. '
'and Will make this part of N.
M., mi home. His family will
arrive In the near future and we
Welcome this good family in our
midst.
Mrs. Mildred Boone came up
from Roswell, Wednesday and
will spend several vfeCks here
visiting her mother, Mrs. W. P.
Littllefield.

Roswell, N. M.

Roswell Laundry Co.
efld us

m

Post. We pay all
turn CHARGES.

Everything washed
In SOFT Water.

Roswell Laundry Co.
ftoswelh
awirrwwBi

"i

ri

i

if

'1

wan

t'

New

STUDENTS

Miss Elizabeth Greaves,

ghter of editor Greaves of

exleo.

tmiaxaiium

wpki i'uMMnit,Miti,.

.&J
igJ

3)r. 33.

6B.

Mc9ee,

!

N. M.

j

Obstetrics

and
Office Odd Fellows
.

Specialty

Olht Fiiif Door South ol Post Office,

Obstetrics,

Ellda.

A

feldg.

N. M.

Phone:
EUA;

-:-

:

:

-s-

-

8S

MM.

:

Local Surgeon for Santa Fa Ry
rfo- -

V

q:
q:

Special. Sale
Wednesday and Saturday
Each Week
75 cents
Karo Syrup
"
25
coffee
Red Fox & .Arbuekles
"
25
Apricots No 3 can
"
C5
Galton Peacbea
'
45
Apple Vinegar Gallon
"
10
per
pound
Prunes
"
35
Large can Peachgs
White-Flye- r
"
Soap Bar
5
"
Overalls
$1.45
85 & 95 "
Work Shirts
Other good3 to numerous to mention
Come and
SEE

:9

H. E.

White

"

Up

8

1

Hard To Beat Slogan
to-dat-

e

116, W.

&

I

Brasher,

E. R.
Method3.

Positive Guarantee.
Roswell, N. M.

2nd., St.

dauPort-ale-

?,

her frierd

t.

Dr. A. J. Evans,

Medicine

El Paso, Texas.

Suir,

Standard Business School,
Roswell,

IL

M.

Miss Rosalie Littlefield.

i

SAVE MONEY

Box 405,

N.

Roswell,

2- -',

the Business School while attending
Echool, get a nicely furnished room cheaper
than elsewhere, and be right there where you
can have the privilege of practicing more Jn
the typewrite and using the reference books.
Richardson,

400 Texas, St.

zio N' Main Street

50TICE FOB rCBLICATIOJf.
Joe C. Ainseorth, thoso of Miltiesand,
Department of the Interior
of Jenkins,
N. M. (icorge fariti:-!-- ,
V. S. I. fin 1 Office at Fort Sumner , N. N. M.
n;ij
ai5
M. Maicl)
192 f.
Regitr.
Emmett
Patton.
Pat Boon3 and Ross Ma!one Notice
V..
is beteliy given that Ed;4r
were here a few days last week Lee, of Kenna, N. M. who, on March 2,
Notice for Puhlieatiwi
Departmentof the Interior
from Texas, attending to busi igat, mad
add H. E. No. 0194OO,
V S. Land Office at Kort
ness and visiting relatives.
for SE.V, Sac. 7. NE. XBVSE.V
otio i
N. M, Mar, 26, iyi:.
Township
18,
Section
We are in receipt of a letter
B.
Harvey
given
hereby
Luca,
that
Meridian,
M.
N.
P.
2q-Rantfo
from W. B. Jones who n r ow has filed notice of intetUion to make of Olive, N. M. winy on
17,
located at Miami, Ariz., in whict final three year proof, to establish claim (Qig, mailo oni;, 11.
io. 111712, lor
Mr. "Jones states' that he and to the land aboved described, efore j S,'i Sji, Sec. ), SEX. Section 2, T.
,
R.
and on April y, mio,
family will be back to makt Alvlh C. While, U. S. Commission-'er, nt Kenha.N, M. on the 27 day of j made add. H.E.otSjQ'l, forNEtfHE.
Kenna their heme the first o' April iy2i
Lots 6. 7.E- U. 27-Sec 12, T.
1.
July. Also Mr. Jones and familj
Lots
6,
2.
U,
Sec.
NEJf KWX.
yltuessee:
as
naraea
5V
Claimant
Range 28-N.M.F.
Joteph A. Cooper, Frank Good, Joe Sec, 7, Twp.
rends best regards to all their
Evans, George T. Littlefiold, all of Meridian has filed notice of intention t
friends who are many and will R.
11125 aii
Kenna, N. M.
makeiiiial threa year proof, to establish
gladly welcome them back.
R;gisler.
VV. R. McGill,
claim to the land above described, ba
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schram
fore Alvin C. White, U. S. Comais-ione- r,
and children, Mr. and Mre, F.
at Kenna. N. M. on the 5, day
of May nj2f.
L. Smith andchildren and Henrj
Ciaimuut names us wltncssea:
Schram were up from Roswel1,
Henry T. Jones, Gcorue A. Mai tine,
Sunday and spent the day with
II. Ilevvatt, William E. Lucas,
their parents and grand parents,
all of Oiive, N. M.
ai a.14
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Schram.
W. K ' McGill. Registor.
Aotlie fur 1'uuln-uilun- .
W. It. Sparks of. Amarillo,
of the Interior, 0. .
Departmunt
Texas, has been here this week
Laud Office at Fort Eaianer. N. M,
overhauling - the lights at the
Match 17, l92r.
Notice is hereby given that Fraaces
Mr. Sparks
church.
visited"
benefits
c'imatic
Land 'if
TcaLMie, of Kenna, N. M. wha, on
L.
iv lurcmonts
while here with W. II. and J. A.
and wonderful
mada add Hd. E. N
Mav
15,
health
or
seek
who
for those
Cooler who l ave been life time
Si;,'4, EiSWV. Sec.
015587. for
recreation.
friends.
E,'j'NV,V, .Section 22, Township "
'5i
You nuy stop over at the
M.
P.
N.
Kange
29-Luther Ramsy and Arthur
Cun.von of 'Arizona,
Grand
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Faver completed the new section
way.
on
to make three year proof, to establish;
houes here this week and turned
as to train
particu'nra
claim to U13 land above described beFor
same over to the operating de-pa- r
fore Alvin C. White, U. S. CommissionBervice, fair?, etc., .see the
tmen
Fe.
at Kenna, N. M. on the 2i, day of
er,
local Agent or write
April i .'i.
The Portales development ex
Claimant, names as witnesses:
cursion arrived in Kenna yesterHarvey E. White. Luther M.
day with flying colors. "They
Willie A. Fry, Leslie White,
Agent.
Gen
came, twenty or more cars filled
11125 a2- all of Kenna, N. M.
Amarillo,
W. U. McGill. KcBister.
with enerjetic. enthusiastic busOTl K KOU ri.'HLICATlON,
iness people, they saw quite a
of the Interior
Department
Publiraticn
Ktn-na
Notice for
gathering i f the people of
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Interior
the
of
Department
and surrounding country to
Notica ia
at Koswell, N. M. Apr n, iyji.
greet them, and they conquered U. S. Land Office
o
D.
Owen,
Benajah
give
hereby
that
Notice
April ir, 1921- on May 13, 1916,
who,
N.M.
Jenkins,
Os-a- r
the hearts of our people.
Pendleton
is hereby given that
Editor Greaves of the Portales McOuatlers, of .Miliivsanci, a. m. who. made H'. E, No. 031740, for Wjf,
Pvange
3, Twp
Valley News made a short but on Nov. J6, 102O, made 01 ig. H. E. No Sec
filed
notice of intention
Meridian,
has
E V . Sec ioNW.V, Hec 20.
interesting address, to which ilnnw. for N F"eb.,
proof, to estabyear
final
three
to
make
H.
add
made
1921,
9,
described,
S. II. McVey responded, wel- and who 00
above
to
lish
tholand
claim
E. 048718, for S,, Sec 8 Township
S.
coming the visitors to our town Kange 36-N. M. P. Meridian, has before William R. Blanchard, I'.
M.
on
N.
at
Commissioner,
Jenkins,
hearty
ar.d assuring them of our
filed notice of intention to make final
in any three year proof, to cst;ibliih claim to the 18, day of May
approval and
names aa wltaaaaea:
above described, before Wni.
movement which they may put to theland
A. Mauldin, George W. Wat.
Virgil
at
Conimissinner,
S.
U.
Blanchard,
R.
fcrth for the upbuilding of Roose- Jenkins, N. M. on the 18, day of May son, Lawrence A. Gray, these of
were
talks
velt cumty. These
Jenkins. N.M. James A. Morri, of
19'
Milneiand, N. M.
I
xce.y
ais in 3
itnessCB:
u
needed and fo.kwed
Claiuiant namss as
Register.
rattan,
Emmett
Bt-Hudspeth,
S.
Preston,
band.
Bob
Portales
by
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E. T. Ammonett,

'

Re-

St.,

We make and repair auto tp3 and seat covers. Work
guaranteed. Mail us your shoes for repairing.

i

bundle by Parcel

S. Main,

7

Write for Catalog

d,

m
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Shop Made Saddles & Cow Boy Boots.

....

1

Carbon Paper:

SEED"

A.--

White, Guy Howell, Lee and
Harold Crosby have been attending court at Roswell, this week.
Presiding elder Jones preached
an interesting sermon to a good
audience here Sunday night.

C.

Williams
Koswell,

rry,

A.

&

New Mexico.

Roswell,

Mr3. Leslie WJiito.
VV.

11 A X 1)

Cobean Stationery Shop.

H

J. D. McGee was down from
Portslts, Mcnday and rpent
the night with his daughter,
W. T. Ucoper,

Yl

This is a brand of pood that we stand behind .and
if they are not pood, we will make them so. We carry
ribbons for all kinds of Typewriters ar.d all colors of
Carbon Taper -- Call and see us or send in your Order.

St.

vi:-itin- g

colors- -

B

Typewriter Ribbons

Miss Bessie Howard of Ellda,
her friend
wa9 down
Mrs. J. A. Cooper this we k

ed

"COSTASHO"

Roswell, N. M.

n

Wool Knitted
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ASPIRIN

Makes Hard Wcrk Harder

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

at hard. Backache usually comes from

Fairy Tale

GRAHAM BOiWER.
yARY
(uhiM'l
mvrm

mb

fr wtmftN

union

m

QUEER POETRY.
"Oh,-soe on old friend," snld the
boy, nnd the girl looked. There stood
I - Can't - Wrlte- -

Poetry

An Oklahoma Case)

John W. Little,

-

Symmes St.,
Okla.,

109 W.

Norman,

says: "I was bothcormlderably
ered
by a catch In the

"Are you going
to add a poem to

astickofWRIGLEY'S
between your teeth.

weak kidneys, and if headaches, dizziness or urinary disorders are added,
don't wait get help before the kidney
disease takes a grip before dropsy,
gravel or Bright's disease sets in.
Doan't Kidney Pill have brought new
life and new strength to thousands of
working men and women. Used and recommended the world over. Ask your

neighbor!

1

Next time you
want to concentrate on a piece
of work Just slip

A bad back makes a day's work twice

Warning I Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
small of my back.
the "celebration?" are not getting genuine Aspirin preI stooped
When
over I could hardly
asked the girl.
scribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
up
straighten
"I'd love to," years and proved safe by millions.
axilii. My kidneys
entirely
too
acted
said
Take Aspirin only as told In the Boyer
frequently, and I
puckage for Colds, Headache, Neuralhad to get up sevgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
eral times at nlirlit.
I was advised to try Doan's Kidney
"We might open Lumbago and ' for Pain. Handy tin
Pills. This medicine gave me quick
t h e
ceremonies boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Asrelief."
Get Doon's at Any Store, 60c a Bos
pirin
Druggists
cost
poem,"
few
cents.
also
with a
Aspirin Is the
cold Master sell larger packages.
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Thoughtfulness.
CO., BUFFALO, N. V.
"Did those who Monoacetlcucidester ef Sulicycacld.
Adv.
us,
went ahead of
going around the
Explained.
"I'd Love to."
obstacle or big
"What's grandpa all wrought up
thing which was
in the way of our adventuring," asked over?"
"He can't And his chest protector."
the girl, "continue with their Journey?"
"He can't?"
"Yes,"-- was the answer.
"No
Willie has It"
"It Is good of you to suggest a
Woman
flew
"Where?"
poem."
said
"Where It will do the most good.
"l was nearly dead until I found
"and perhaps
Eatonlc and I can truly say It saved
Ills daddy has promised him a
It Is as well thnt I begin the entertainmy life. It is the best stomach mediment. Something good Is bound to
cine ever made," writes Mrs. Ella
follow." .
Smith.
Baby's
Cutlcura
Comforts
Skin
"Now, now," said Master Thought-fulnesAcid stomach causes awful misery
"we can't all be grent geniuses. When red, rough and Itching with hot which Eatonlc quickly gets rid of by
You're a nice,
soul and baths of Cutlcura Soap and touches of taking up and carrying out the acidity
you don't spend all your time writing Cutlcura Ointment Also make use and gases which prevent good digesnow and then of that exquisitely scent- tion. A tablet taken after meals brings
poetry. If you choose to umuse yourquick relief. Keeps the stomach
self that way well, all I enn say Is ed dusting powder, Cutlcura Talcum, healthy and helps to prevent the many
one
Indispensable
of
Cutlcura
the
that I like to see creatures who have
Ills so liable to arise from excess acid.
Toilet Trio. Adv.
plenty to do amuse themselves."
Don't suffer from stomach miseries
' "I will call my poem," said
when you can get a big box of Eatonlc
Fetters Forged by Passion.
for a trifle with your druggist's
It is ordained In the eternal consti"a poem of spring."
"But," said the boy, "spring Is Just tution of things that men of
minds cannot be free; their pasPARKER'S
about over. Summer Is Just about
BALSAM
HAIR
forge their fetters. Burke.
sions
...
,v
n
b
here."
RmMor
Color and
"Never mind the Just-abopart."
L
-fi.mA F.J.J tl.lJ
Raanls A
- Bed Cross Ball Blue Is the finest
sVxv una si.no mz irrnrrrlaLsL.
said I - Can't fftwroi Chem. Wkg. Patchoguf ,ff.T.
"spring rhymes with so product of Its kind In the world. EvRamon Cnrat, 00-- !
HINDERCORNS
many words that it would help me a ery woman who has used It knows foosea,
ensure comfort to thm
t., stop all pain
feet, xnakea walklnr
r. 16 by mall or at bra,
great deal. This Is playtime anyway." jthis statement to be true.
pitta, ' turns Cbauloal Work rataburaa, M. I,
So
IRighto.
commenced.
126 RIAMMOTII JACKS
"You say he Is a man of decision?"
I hare a bargain for 70a, eom quick,
"Whether It's summer or winter or
a baseball "umpire."
"Yes
he's
W.
;1km
i iw low's
autumn or spring,
Iows
Courier-Journa- l.
Ciu Kaplds,jack
"Let us often gather and sing, sing, Louisville
sing.
"Let us bells of merriment ring, ring,
ring,
"And to our gatherings the boy and
girl bring!"
They all clapped and laughed. That
didn't hurt the poet's feelings In the
A Dangerous Period Through Which Every Woman Uusl Pass
least. "You see," he said, "I made
my poem do for all the seasons after
all. That was a happy thought which
came to me. Of course I don't know
Women Whoso
Practical Suggestions Given by
where we could ring the bells of merriment; and Just how we could always
Follow
bring the boy and the girl to our gath
Afton, Tenn. "I want
erings, but It sounded pretty well on
other suffering' women to
the whole, didn't It?"
know what Lvdia E. Pink-ham- 's
To be sure, to he sure," they all
Vegetable Compound
has done for me. During the
said.
Change
of Life I was in bed
All the dancers began to dance next,
for eight months and had
the Glee Twins and Bliss Brothers and
two good doctors treating
others taking part. Everyone bad a
me but they did me no good.
little trick or a little act to do. Mrs.
A friend advised me to take
whispered to
Lydia . Pinkham's Vegethe girl and tne boy who were nowtable Compound, which I did,
and in a short time I felt
slttlng either side of her.
better. I had all kinds of bad
"We wouldn't have had this celebraspells, but they all left me.
tion If you hadn't gotten around that
Now when I feel weak and
,
obstacle and you
nervous I take the Vegetable
would never have
Compound and it always does
seen me again,
me good. I wish all women
would try it during the
for you would
Change of Life for I know it
have missed so
will do them good. If you
much out of life
think itwill induce some one
if you had gone
to try the Vegetable Combackwards that I
pound you may publish this
couldn't possibly
Mrs. A. Keller,
letter'Tenn.
have waited for
Afton,
you.
It would
Mrs. Mary Lister of
have been too bad.
Adrian, Mich. , adds lier
Now, though, we
testimony to tbe value
to
have
don't
of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound- think of that. And
to carry women safely through the Change of Life, fine says :
you'll get to the
House of Secrets
" It Is with pleasure that I write to you thanking you for what your
so much sooner,
I was passing through the Change of
j wonderful medicine has done for me.
Life and had a displacement and weakness so that I could not stand on my
and the road will
feet and other annoying symptoms. A friend told roe about Lydia E. Pinkseem easier and
ham's Vegetable Compound and the first bottle helped me, so I got more.
easier., Oh, look 1"
"In the Air."
It cured me and I am now doing my housework. Your medicine is certainly
They looked and
woman's friend and you may use this testimonial as you choose." Mrs. MabY
they saw the funniest looking little
Lister, 608 Frank Street, Adrian, Mich.
run
elf
towards the center of the road
It is said that middle age is the most trying period in a woman's life, and
where at that moment Miss Soprano
owing to modern methods of living not one woman in a thousand passes through
wos singing a lovely song.
this perfectly natural change without exp eriencing very annoying symptoms.
She Just
"
finished the lust note when the little
Those smothering spells, the dreadful hot flashes that send the blood rushing
to the head until it seems as though it would burst, and the faint feeling that
elf took off his cap, threw It high in
follows, as if the heart were going to stop, those sinking or dizzy spells are all
the air, held on to his sides and
symptoms of a nervous condition, and indicate the need for a special medicine.
luughed and laughed and laughed.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is a root and herb medicine espe"Who Is he?" asked the boy.
cially adapted to act upon the feminine system. It acts in such a manner
"Do you ask who I am?" asked the
as o build up the weakened nervous system and enables a woman to pass
little elf. "Well, well, well! To be
this trying period with the least possible annoying symptoms.
sure you haven't seen me before. You
Women everywhere should remember that most of the commoner ailments
haven't had time for me. You've been
of women are not the surgical ones they are not caused by serious displacepretty busy and so my feelings aren't
ments or growths, although the symptoms may be the same, and that is why
so many apparently serious ailments readily yield to Lydia E. Pinkham's
hurt. But you must have me for a
Vegetable Compound, as it acts as a natural restorative and often prevents
friend too. I'm of a little Importance,
erioua troubles.
eh?" He looked at Mrs.
o.

'

It's a wonderful help
in daily tasks
and
sports as well.
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means success.

d great deal

for 5c
The
Flavor
Lasts
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Jersey

Says

places come easy,
for WRIGLEY'S
elves you comfort
and poise it adds
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IGLOOS

OF CONCRETE

Eskimo Indiana No Longer Satisfied
With the Primitive Houses of
Snow of Their Fathers.

It la a matter of government recognition that the Eskimo Indians of
the Prlbllof Islands are rnpidly gaining In sophistication, as the prices of
the sealskins and blue and gray fox
pelts they sell mount higher and
higher. Those bits of frozen land In
Bering sea, whose total area Is less
than seventy square miles, have only
about 350 Inhabitants, yet they are
being assailed by all the aspirations
of prosperity and are beginning to
buy the most Interesting Items the
mall-ordcatalogues offer. So United States engineers are building
them Igloos of concrete, says Popular
Mechanics Magazine, thus substituting the roost substantial of materials
for what seems, from the tomperate-eon- e
viewpoint, the most ephemeral.
The builders, however, are careful to
adhere closely to the native style of
architecture.

I
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TO
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Still Used as Method of Trans,
portation In Parts of the South
and In India.

Ox-Ca- rt

"Tractors
snow-covere-

crawling

are

over the

fields of northern Green-

d

land carrying tho supplies of the
Lange Koch expedition. This novel
use of a new-bor- n
vehicle recalls that
some of the oldest transportation
methods still are employed in regions
whose civilization Is older than that of
the Greenland Eskimo," says a bulletin of the National Geographic society.
"The
still serves the southern 'darky' In North Carolina, Georgia
and Alabama, as well as In other portions of the South, as his coach and
four for tlie --Sunday
During the week the stolid beast
plows tobacco and cotton fields. In India bullocks hitched to a wagon with
an ornate beehive-shapeor elongated
covering, not unlike the picturesque
tobacco schooner, convey the Burmese
man and his family along the road to
MandalayT Nor does this animal cease
She Knew Time.
being a means of transportation upon
Betty had been per- his death. The natives blow up his
mitted to go visiting at Aunt Ruth's skin and use It as a float or raft on
house.
About four o'clock Uncle which they cross the rivers."
James made ready to take her home,
but Betty objected strenuously to go
Awful Blunder.
Ing.
"My Muvver said I could stay
"What cured Cholly of flirting?"
all day." she said, "and It's all day till
"He tried to flirt with a
It's dark."
ox-ca- rt

d

Four-year-ol- d

It's Really Amazing
the amount of nourishment
you'll find in a small dish of

Grape Nuts
--

"With cream or good milk added

Sweet with its own sugar,
developed from the grains in
the making, this stumv blend
of wheat and malted "barley
contains, in compact form ana
at low cose, the nutritive and
mineral elements needed to
fcuild health and strength.

Xmm

OFJIDDLE

LIFE

the

Letters

upon 'Ailments Pecu
Lydia K, Pinkham's Private Text-Booliar to Women" will he sent to you free upon request. Write
to The Lydia IS. Plnkham Medicine Co.v Lynu, Massachusetts
This book contains valuable Information.
k

"Of course you are. Brother Joker."
"That's my name," said the little
elf "and I'm your newest friend.".

THE KENN
CC'JLD KAKCLY EAT
KEIOHSORS

UNTIL HE USED

FOUND IT A WOKDEHFUL

JACK COOMBS

MAKES APPEAL

Theresas

UI

t was wee, and Hred and could hardly
t anything until I
used
RooninrtppelJlavu (tood and my strength
I told my nelglihoreand everyone of them toned
retumfil.
It a wonderful medicine Yon ciin always get a doaa of
at my noose no matter what the war Ui."
aim. T. N. Wjiiomiri,
Box M, Bragg City, Mo,

one-tim-

Catarrh of the stomach and bowels is among
the many forms of catarrhal diseases from
which a large number of people needlessly
suffer. Fifty years of usefulness is the guar
antee behind
PE-RU-W-

RECORD

The Dramatlo Instinct.
a picture of Daniel In the
Aska Student Body to Encourage Willion's den In the parlor, and little
liams' Baseball Squad to Stick
Betty had heard the story. She knew
to Training Rules,
the Hons had been told not to hurt
Daniel because he was a good man,
pitching but one day, in an excited tone to the
Jack Coombs, the
star of the major leagues, now coach lions, she whispered :
of the nine at Wlllloms college, called
"Bite him a little bit, anyway. Betty
for a new order of things In an appeal wants to see." Harper's Magazine.
to the undergraduate body the other
day. Learning that training rules had
Other Ways.
"Some people have all the luck."
"Then we'll take other ways to
succeed. We'll hustle and we'll

pr
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MSABACEDE

I hey regulate the Bowels and prevent Constipation.
Genuine bear
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GATHER HERBS IN MOUNTAINS

I

FORGET

V

PASSAGE

f

TIME

Carolinians Derive Fair Income Col. Neither at Work or In the Hours of
Play Does It Pay to Watch
. lectlng Materials From Which
Drugs Are Ultimately Made.
the Clock.
An interesting trade In the Carolina
mountain counties of Ashe, Alleghany
and Watauga is that in what are
known as crude drugs ; In other words,
herbs, plants, roots, etc. Some families have for many years devoted all
their time to gathering these from the
mountainsides, live in tents and move
from place to place until all the materials in range are gathered. A considerable number of farmers spend
part of their time in this line of work
and get more money than is paid in
wages in that region, while at the
Fame time living near to nature, the
most healthful life Imaginable, amid
the cliffs nnd with numerous rattlesnakes to be watched for also. Wild
cherry bark, hnzelwood leaves, mandrake, cohosh, . ginseng and golden
seal are sought after. Manufacturers'
Itecord.

At only on time does the average
humnn being measure time with effort, and that Is when he Is goaded
by fear. Scare a man with impending disaster, with bodily danger or
with death and he becomes really active. Time doesn't drag then. The
clock hands, if he took time to look
at them, would seem like racehorses
In their speed.
Don't be a clock watcher." Work
while you work with so much energy,
so much interest that time doesn't
matter.
Tlay when you play with so much
abandon, so much enthusiasm that the
day passes- without your measurement.
The man who measures time In
cycles or circles Is wrong.
Time must be computed In a straight
line along which there. Is no backward
motion.
You enn never have yesterday again.
If you wasted It, try and make today
do double duty. But you can't do that
If you watch the clock. F. A. Walker
In Chicago Dally News.
-

It's Naturally Longer.
J. B. M. hns revived and revamped
a trick question that was popular in
Orover'a day. "How far would the
names of our Presidents reach If they
Were placed one after the other?" The
old answer was "from Washington to
Muffler Wanted.
Cleveland." The revised answer runs
Agent I have here a little Inven"from Washington to Harding" (a tion to make the voice carry farther.
town In West Virginia). Boston
Mr. Ilenpeck For goodness' sake,
Transcript.
.
don't tell my wife. Science and
.

A wise man never tells a woman
with a baby how pretty some other
Even if the wind does whistle occawoman's baby is.
sionally It never tackles populnr airs,

often follow tea and coffee
drinking by a Change to

Genuine Castoria
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Jack Coombs.
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STORIES

For Over

Schnlk Is a worthy son and a bright
Kay In the Sox lineup.
Stealing a base Isn't petty larceny.
Fans think it's grand.
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Thirty Years

The better a rookie Is with the stick,
the better chance he has to stick.
"Greatest second baseman I ever
worked with," says Bancroft
ot
Frisch.
The fruits of the baseball season for
a player who pulls boners are usually
razzberries.
The Los Angeles club has transferred
Tex McDonald,
third baseman, to
Wichita Falls.

ritcher Joe Cofllndaffer of the Birmingham Southern leugue team won't
pluy ball this year.
Home Run Baker says the Tanks
That's the Frank
opinion of it.
will win the pennant.

.

Byrd Lynn, who once caught for
the Chicago White Sox, now is with
Salt Lake City.

Frank Brazil Is likely to be one of
the main nuts that holds the Phillies'
machine together.

Terhaps Miller Ilugglns will play to
a full house this year. lie's certainly
got the Cards to draw to.

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
OXIDINE IN HOT WATER
Get a bottlo of OXI DIN K today and when yo
feel acoldcomlngon.put atAhletpoonfiil of thla
iroDtlerful remedy In a half glass of hot water,
Btlr well and drink just aa yoa would a liol
toddy. Ita enervating effect la Immediately
noticeable and a nlmllar dose every three or four
hours will give wondorfnl results, OX1D1NB
purifiea yonr biood and tones up the eutirt)
aystem. too at your druggist's, Adv.

thc

ecNTAun eoMpanv.

Some of the score cards to be kept
by fans this coming season will make

wonderful bits of futurist art.

Now the story going the rounds Is
Mack Intends to retire

IfnrilOl
If LfLRCIII

MAKES THt SKIN BgaUTirUL.

1I Lr.. w.Bd.r. for
nilkiiiwbn co., aais atichiaaa
Kitten Would Naturally

flavor is prepared

Some one from every country wants
to take the Diivis cup away from
America. Causing a lot of racket.

instantly in the cup to Suit your
free from any harmful
taste

element

"It's the spirit that wins ball games,"

economical-satisfyi- ng

says John Heydler, head of the National league. Not to mention pinch
hits.

'Uteres a Reason forPostum

Lehigh Is sad because Catcher
"Mike" Wilson of the varsity ball team
has signed with the Pittsburgh Nationals.

SOLD BY GROCERS

.

EVERYWHERE!
Hade; by
Postum Cereal Company, Inc
Battle

It requires a fearless man to

be r
baseball arbiter, and Judge Landls lias
fully demonstrated his qualification In
this respect,
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Be Blue.
Needn't Worry About That.
From an Exchange Tho bride was
mun advertising for a
wife says he wants a woman with attired In a dark blue kitten's ear,
designed In iridescent
ltleus. He'll get that no matter what beautifully
woman he marries. Boston
beads. Boston Transcript.
A western

Front Is not without honor In any:
About the easiest way to hurt a country; but it is often dishonorably
woman Is to say something mean acquired.
about the man she loves.
When a man gets beat at any kind
EartEr-wi-th
her thousand voices, of game he says that he is out ot
praises God. Coleridge.
practice.

nationally
accepted wall tint
T Get
Alabtutint
RitulU You
Mutt Aik for
Alakaitint
if Nam i

Nt Packagi
Ginuim

Without Crtu
mnd Cirxii

PrinUd in Rid

from baseball after this season.

Ohis delicious cereal beverage of

'

With the flock of new faces on the
Chicago American team, "you can't tell
a player without a score card" will lit
pretty snug.

,

I'luiile bUipped iiuy Order Jteoeived. MUliuca
ready. Uet planta direct from grower.
All
leading varieties. Prices, postpaid: Cabbage,
100, 46c; 600, 11.25; 1,000.. 2. Tomatoes, 100,
60c; 600, (2; 1,000, 13.60. Bermuda Onions,
(00, f 1. Cash. A. A. Plttman, Magnolia, Ark.
Agents To sell new portable shaving mlr.
ror.
Sells like wildfire.
Make 112 dHlly.
Write Lee Spec Product Co., Loudonvllle, O.

that Connie

e

hiw von city.

A son of Bill Clark, once famous ball
player, Is a freshmun at Trlnceton trying for the freshman team.

TT3TT TTTS jTf

coffee-lik-

!. W

Signature

k

not been observed In other years,
Coach Coombs snld, he asked the student body to encouroge the members
of the squad to train, to criticise them
if they did not and to help them In
studies.

Bribery of baseball players has been
made a felony under a law passed by
the Missouri legislature.

.

j

A

Joe Oeschger is a pitcher with the
Boston Braves. Bet you don't spell it
right on your scorecard.
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Save
from the disturbances which
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For
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3 CAUSES THAT LAZY
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Not Spring Fever
But Malaria

tjiririfERSMiTH,
I.

V

fN'ct

Infants and Children.

'Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver
rilis then taRe 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
A few doses restore your organs to their
proper functions and the Headache and the
causes of it pass away. In the same manner

'

Also ftCKK DEATH to Waterboys, Amu, Rat
and Mice. Th-ipM are the (rrnaiertt oarrlnrsof
dlfiMuie and HI URT I B AklLLU.it lbe deatiuy
bo Us food and property.
Directions In 16 laiifrrjaTs In erery box.
Beady for nna two tics ftoo and I1.6U.

,

4"

IVER
4 PILLS

Steams' Electric Pasto
tf. 8. Government bay iU
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CAMERS
ITTLE

BY USINQ THE CENUINE
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Ta'Jcts or liquid

SUCCnS

COCKROACHES

EASILY KILLED
TODAY

You Can Not Be Deceived!
This Package Protects You

You want Alabastine. Alabastine result alone will satisfy you
Alabastine results can be secured with no other material.
The Cross and Circle printed in red on the package is your
guarantee of quality and results.
Alabutine it artiitic, sanitary, durable and economical. AUbutine will
permit you to put your own individuality in your home, match your rugt and

and have complete color harmony in all your rooms. Combining and
Intermixing the different tints enables you to secure unlimited color effects.
Alabastine requires only pure, cold water to mix and can be used on all In
terlor surfaces, plaster, wallboard, over smoked and grimy painted walls, or even
over wall paper Jiat Is solid and has no raised figures or aniline colors. Best paint
dealers everywhere sell Alabastine. Write us direct rather than take
subsutute.

1631 Crandvllls)

Alabastine Company
Ave.

Grand

Rapid. Mich.
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By Irving Bactieller
Oo7yr1gM 1910, Irrlnf BacheUer

history of the next week or so. Never Sundays he made this remark:
had there been such a bursting of "George Meredith once wrote to his
pipes and flooding of cellars. That son that be would need the help of
little lnke up In tho hills which sup- religion to get safely beyond the
Synopsis. In the village of Blngplied the water of Blngvllle seemed to stormy passions of youth. It Is very
vllle thirteen-year-ol- d
Robert Emmet Moran, crippled eon of a poor
have got the common notion of moving true 1"
widow. In known at the Shepherd
Into the village. A dozen cellars were
The historian was reminded of this
of the Birds. Hla world U hla
turned Into swimming pools. Modern saying by the undertow of the life
mother and friends, hla little room,
Improvements were going out of com- currents in Blngvllle.
the flower garden of Judge Crooker,
and every flying thing he sees from
The dances In the Normal school
mission. A committee went to Hazel-mea- d
bla window. The painting of pico
got and In the homes wf the
pleading
a
week's
and
after
tures (a hla enjoyment, and little
Inexperienced
great
young
Imitations
were
a
party
of
the
pair
of
and
at
of
Pauline Baker, small daughter
plumbers to come to Blngvllle.
J. Patterson BIng's. The costumes of
a neighbor, the object of his boyish
affection.
To him, J. Patterson
"They must 'a' plugged 'em with certain of the young ladles were, to
Blng, the first citizen of Blngvtlle,
gold,"
said Deacon Hosley, when the quote a clause from the posters of the
man.
the Ideal of a really great
Messrs. Bamum and Bailey, still clingbill arrived.
The village becomes money triad,
reflecting the great world In Ha
New leaks were forthcoming, but ing to the billboard : "the most daring
state of unrest. The Blng family
Hiram Blenklnsop conceived the no- and amazing bareback performances
Is a leader In the change. To them
tion of stopping them with poultices In the history of the circus ring."
"provinvillage
the
has become
of white lead and bandages of canvas Phyllis Blng, the unrivaled metropolicial." The butcher and baker and
candlestick-make- r
bound with fine wire. They dripped tan performer, set the pace. It was
all raise their
prices.
Even Hiram Blenklnsop,
and many of the pipes of Blngvllle distinctly too rapid for her followers.
the town drunkard, works hard for
looked as If they were suffering from If one may say It kindly, she was as
a month. The Old Spirit of Blngsprained ankles and sore throats, but cold and heartless and beautiful In her
vllle Is summarily fired. The first
Hiram had prevented another deluge. act as a piece of bronze or Italian
citizen builds an addition to his
mansion.
The price of coal had driven the marble. She was not ashamed of her
people of Blngvllle back to the woods self. She did It so easily and gracetor fuel. The old wood stoves had fully and unconsciously end obliging
CHAPTER TWO Continued.
been cleaned and set up In the sitting ly, so to speak, as If her license had
rooms and kitchens. The saving had never been questioned. It was not so
Israel Kneed, the plumber, was been considerable. Now, so many men with Vivian luead and Frances Smith
Iworklng with his men on a Job at
were putting in their time on the and Pauline Baker. They limped and
but he took on the plumbing house and grounds of J. Patterson struggled In their efforts to keep up.
tor the Blng houso extension, at prices Blng and the new factory at Mlllerton To begin with, the art of their
tabove all precedent, to be done as that the local wood dealer found It modiste had been fussy, Imitative and
isoon as he could get to It on bis re-- It Impossible to get the help he needed. timid. It lacked the master touch.
urn. The butcher and grocer had Im- Not twenty-fiv- e
per cent of the orders Their spirits were also Improperly prepared for such publicity. They blushed
proved the opportunity to raise their on his books could be filled.
'prices, for Blng never questioned a
Mr. BIng's house was finished In Oc- and looked apologies and were visibly
bill. He set the pace. Prices stuck tober. Then Snodgrass announced uncomfortable when they entered the
fwhere lie put the peg. So, unwitting- that he was going to take It dance ball.
ly, the millionaire had created condi easy, as became a man of his opu
On this point Judge Crooker dellV'
tions of life that were extremely
lence, ne had bought a farm and ered a famous opinion. It was: "I feel
would only work three days a week at sorry for those girls, but their mothers
Since prices had gone np the Til his trade. Sneed had also bought a ought to be spanked I"
lage of Blngvllle had been running farm and acquired a feeling of opuThere Is evidence that this sentence
down at the heel.- It had been at best lence, ne was going to work when of his was carried out In due time and
and, In the main, a rather shiftless he felt like It Before he tackled any In a most effectual manner. But the
and Inert community. The weather leaking pipes he proposed to make a
hud worn the paint off many bouses few leaks In the deer up In the Adlron-dackbefore their owners had seen the need
So the roofs and the plumbing
of repainting. Not until the rain had to wait
drummed on the floor was the average,
Meanwhile, Blngvllle was In sore
drowsy intellect of Blngvllle roused to trouble. The ancient roof of Its reaction on the roof. It must be said. spectability had begun to leak. The
however, that every one was busy, beams and rafters In the bouse of Its
every day, except Hiram Blenklnsop, spirit were rotting away. Many of
who often Indulged In ante mortem the Inhabitants of the latter regarded
slumbers in the graveyard or went oat the great J. Patterson Blng with a
on the river with his dog Christmas, kind of awe like that of the Shephis bottle and his fishing rod. The herd of the Birds. He was the leading
people were selling goods, or teaming, citizen. He had done things. When
or working In the two hotels or the J. Patterson Blng decided that rest or
machine shop or the electric light fresh air was better for him than bad
plant or the mill, or keeping the hay music and dull prayers and sermons,
off the lawns, or building, or teaching and that God was really not much conIn the schools. The gardens were cerned as to whether a man sat In a
largely dependent on the spasmodic pew or a rocking chair or a motorcar
Industry of schoolboys and old men. on Sunday, he was, probably, quite
So It will be seen that the work of the right Really, It was a matter much
community had little effect on the sup- more Important to Mr. Blng and his
ply of things necessary to life. In- neighbors than to God. Indeed, It Is
deed, a general habit of extravagance not at all likely that the ruler of the
had been growing In the village. Peo- universe was worrying much about
ple were not so careful of food, fuel them. But when J. Patterson Blng deand clothing as they had been.
cided In favor of fun and fresh air. It
It was a wet summer In Blngvllle. Purdy druggist made a like deciThe day after the' rains began, Pro- sion, ancfll. Purdy was a man of comfessor Renfrew called at the J ouse of manding Influence In his own home.
the sniffy Snodgrass the nouveau His daughters, Mabel and Gladys, and
rlche and opulent carpenter. He sat his son, Richard, Jr., would not have
reading the morning paper with a new been surptlsed to see him elected
diamond ring on the tnira nnger or bis President of the United States, some
day, believing that the honor was only
left hand.
"My roof Is leaking badly and It for the truly great Soon Mrs. Purdy
will have to be fixed at once," the pro stood alone a hopeless minority of
one In the household. By much 'We Never Tell Father Anything
fessor announced.
Men Don't Understand."
"I'm sorry, I can't do a thing for pleading and nagging, she kept the
you now," said Snodgrass. "I've got children in the fold of the church for
so much to do, I don't know which a time but by and by, grew weary of works of art which these mothers had
the effort She was converted by nerv- put on exhibition at the Normal school
way to turn."
overwhelming popularity
"But you're not working this rainy ous exhaustion to the picnic Sunday. sprang Into
Her conscience worried her. She real- with the young men and their cards
day, are you 7" the professor asked.
'
"No, and I don't propose te work in ly felt sorry for God and made sundry were quickly filled. In half an hour,
jthls rain for anybody; if I did I'd fix remarks calculated to appease and they had ceased to blush. Their eyes
no longer spoke apologies. They were
liny own roof. To tell you the truth, I comfort Him.
Their Initiation was
Now, all this would seem to have new women.
idon't have to work at all I I calculate
They
complete.
had become, In the
Ima
matter
slight
of
Itself
In
been
money
got
So,
Tve
all
need.
I
the
Jttint
iwhen It rains, I Intend to rest and get portance. But Orvllle Gates, the su- language of Judge Crooker, "perfect
perintendent of the mill, and John Phylllstlnes I"
acquainted with my family."
The dancing tried to be as naughty
Seaver, attorney at law, and Robert
He was firm but In no way disagreeBrown, the grocer, and Pendleton as that remarkable Pbylllstlnlan pasable about It
Some of the
men who. In Ames, who kept the book and station- time at the mansion of the Bings and
like trouble, called on him for help ery store, and William Ferguson, the succeeded well, if not handsomely.
Sill, the butcher. The modern dances and dress were
that day were Inclined to resent his clothier, and Darwincarpenter,
and oth now definitely established In Blngdeclaration of Independence and his and Snodgrass, the
devotion to leisure, but really Mr. ers had Joined the picnic caravan led vllle.
Just before the holidays, the extenby the millionaire. These good peo.Snodgrass was well within his rights.
not
have
sion
of the ample home of the millionadmitted
would
but
ple
It
a
more
serious matter wten
t Jt was
Vas decorated, furnished and
Judge Crocker's plumbing leaked and the truth Is J. Patterson Blng held aire
Blng and
flooded bis kitchen and cellar. Israel them all In the hollow of his hand ready to be shown. Mrs.
having a fling
Hneed was In Mltlerton every day and Nobody outside his own family bad Phyllis, who had been
working overtime more or less. He any affection for him. Outwardly, be In New York, came borne for the holinext day from
refused to put a hand on the Judge's was as hard as nails. But he owned days. John arrived the
to be with
pipes. He was sorry but he couldn't the bank and controlled credits and 'ne great Padelford school
family through the winter recess.
make a horse of himself and even If was an extravagant buyer. He bud the
Improvement of Mrs, Blng gave a tea to the ladles of
he could the time was past when he given freely for theneighboring
the
city of Blngvllle. She wanted them to see
and
village
Judge
the
Crooker
do
brought
to
It
had
family
was
His
the
court the Improvements and become aware
Hazelmead.
from
nazelmead,
plumber
sixty
a
or un of her good will. She had thought of
miles In a motorcar, and had to pay circle of Blngvllle. Consciously
seventy dollars for time, labor and consciously, the best people Imitated an evening party, but there were many
men in the village whom she didn't
materials. This mechanic declared the Bings.
on day, d!s care to have In her bouse. So it be
was,
Crooker
Judge
pressure
much
too
on
was
there
that
Judgment of. whose ac- cussing with a friend the social condl came a tea.
the rtr'".
The women talked of leaking, roofs
curacy we have abundant proof In the Uons of Blngvllle. In retard to picnic
PHYLLIS BINQ.

well-to-d-

1

and water pipes and useless bathrooms
and outrageous costs. Phyllis sat In
the palm room with the village girls.
It happened that they talked mainly
about their fathers. Soma bad complained of paternal strictness.
"Men are terrible I They make so
much trouble," said Frances Smith. "It
seems as If they hated to see anybody
have a good time."
"Mother and I do as we please and
say nothing," said Phyllis. "We never
tell father anything men don't un
derstand."
Some of the girls smiled and looked
into one another's eyes.
There had been a curious undercur
rent in the party. It did not break the
surface of the stream until Mrs. Blng
asked Mrs. Pendleton Ames, "Where
Ib Pauline Baker?"
A silence fell upon the croup around
her.
Mrs. Ames leaned toward Mrs. Blng
and whispered, "Haven't you heard
the news?""No. I had to scold Susan Crowder
and Martha Featherstraw as soon as I
got here for neglecting their work and
they've hadly spoken to me since.
What is It 7"
"Pauline Baker has run away with
a strange young man," Mrs. Ames
whispered.
Mrs. Blng ' threw up both hands,
opened her mouth and looked toward
the celling.
"Xou don't mean ltt" she gasped.
-

"Don't tall father I"
I

i

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

CATFISH CLIMB SMOOTH WALL
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-
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half-doze-

n

Certain 8peole Equipped With a
culiar Suction Apparatus That
Makes Feat Really Easy.

Pe-

An Interesting account of the climb- -'
Ins catfish of Colombia (Arges mar-moratus) was published a few years
ago by It D. O. Johnson. These fish
can climb, by means of suction ap
paratus, not only up the steeply-Incline- d
bed of mountain torrent but
even up a smooth, vertical surface.
Mr. Johnson saw some of them climb
a vertical distance of 18 feet In half
an hour, up a wall of rock over which
trickled a thin film of water.
In connection with a recent
of this article, G. K. Noble states
that other species of fish are known to
climb In-- the same manner. Several of
these occur In the Himalaya. Nema
chllus ruplcola, and perhaps other spe
cies of mountain cyprlnlds, adhere to
the rocks by means of their smooth
ventral skin and enlarged lips. The
silurld genera Pseudechuels and
GlvDtosternum cling by means of a
abdominal sucker.
The mountain torrents of the Hlma
laya form the nursery for many spe
cies of frogs. Their tadpoles, like
the fish, have become adapted to their
location; some cling by means of their
lips and ventral musculature, while
ven
others possess a
tral sucker. Scientific American,

Armenia First Christian Nation.
The Armenians are an Aryan race
and probably emigrated from Europe
Into Asia Minor centuries before the
Their language beChristian era.
group of
longs to the
languages. Their king was converted
to Christianity as early as 801 A. D.,
and Armenia then became the first
Christian nation of the world. The
Armenian civilization has been established for centuries. The position of
the country on the highway between
Asia and Europe has subjected It to
Invasion and subjugation at various
periods by the Assyrians, Medes,
Greeks, Romans, Persians and Turks.
From the Fourteenth century to the
late war, the greatest part of Armenia
wag under Turkish rule. Their en
mity to the Turks rises from their
struggles as a nation to be free, which
have frequently been accompanied by
massacres of Armenians. , America s
Interest arises from sympathy with an
oppressed race that has for so long
unheld Christian civilization in tha
Near East
n

Served Him Right
"The average American may have
a nasal accent." sold Myron T. Her- rlck, at a dinner In Cleveland, "but
at least he doesn't ape the accent of
the English. Is there anything so ter
rible as an American trying to put on
English accent trying to pretend
that he's an English swell?
"An American of this type got lost
in the Strand vne day, and he saun
tered up to a bobble and said: .
"'I sny, me nmhn, don't you know
is this the way to Westminster Ab
bey,

whatr

"The Dobble gave him a scornful

look.

"'Ja, meln herr," he said curtly

'Ja.'"
True to Nature,
Mr. Sopper When I discovered how
iate It was, believe me, I made for
home, like a streak of lightning,
Friend (mullclously)- - Xea, tig-laglng, as it were.
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"Life la cot' a cup to be drained but
an offorlng to be poured out"

HELPS FOR THE HOUSEWIFE.
Chill sauce may be prepared any
time during the year with a few
canned tomatoes, adding
such spices, chopped pepper and onions as suits
the taste. When preparing catsup or chill sauce
for whiter In large quantities, put the tomatoes
through the meat chopper and use the Juice,
canned, for soup.
Tie old can rubbers together in the
form of a mat to use to save the en
amel of the sink, when using dish
pans and drainers. These mats are
also good to use on Ice to keep dishes
from slipping.
Place small rings on the Inside hem
of the curtains la bedrooms, have
small hooks ou the side of the case-meut; the curtains may be hung by
the rings at night, securing better
veutllatlon and saving the blowing of
the curtains. These hooks and rings
will be found useful to hang up the
curtains when sweeping the room.
When bleaching clothes, as soon as
dry turn the hose on them, then let
the sun dry; the repeated wetting and
drying will bleach cloth much sooner
than the old manner.
Baskets and mats . of fc'vect grass
may be restored to fragrance by a
Quick dipping of the article into boil
ing water.
Wood, such as posts, stakes or trel
lises which must be driven Into tho
ground, will last twice as long If tha
surface Is charred by fire.
Make the candy for the children
at home and save the price of one
pound of candy, having three of
To Fill Cracks Soak newspaper In
pound
a paste made by using one-ha- lf
pound of alum, and
of flour, one-hal-f
three quarts of water. Mix well ana
bolt It should be as thick as putty
when it Is ready to use. Force it Into
cracks In floors, wainscoting or other
cracks. It hardens like papier macha
and fills permanently any cracks.
Be that has character need have no
fear of his condition. Character will
H, W.
draw condition after It.
Beecher.

SOME MAIN DISHES.

!

Here are a few dishes, some of
be used as the main dish
for the meat
Mexican
Ham.
Take a slice of
ham cut twice as
thick as that used
for ordinary frying, rub a small
teaspo o n f a 1 of
mustard into its
surface with a tablespoonful of brown
sugar. Lay this In the bottom of a
large casserole or baking pan. Pare
and slice thin sufficient potatoes for
Cover the ham to tha
the family.
depth of two or three inches. Dot with
bits of butter unless the bam has
plenty of fat on the edgos. Sprinkle
with pepper and cover with milk as
you would prepare escalloped potatoes. Bake In a moderate oven for
two hours. The ham will be tender
and delicious and can be cut with a
fork; the potatoes will be seasoned
to a turn and the family has a one-didinner which will serve, If tha
family is small, for two meals.
Those who have prepared them say
that dried fruits make more delicious
butters than the fresh fruit For apple butter take the dried apples,
washed and soaked over night hi cider
or water, then cook them in the tame
liquid until tender. A tireless cooker
Is a good place to cook It in. Add
d
of the bulk in sugar.
about
Cook as thick as desired; more sugar
may be added if liked sweeter. A delightful cbauge Is made in blending
different flavors such as apricots and
the quantity of
apples, using two-third
of apricots.
apple to
Cottage Cheese Pie. Melt two
of butter; In It cook two
tablespoonfuls of cornstarch end one-ha- lf
teaspoonful of salt; add two-thirof a cupful of honey or sugar,
one cupful of cottage cheese pressed
through a rlcer, the yolks of three
eggs beaten light the grated rind of
a lemon or orange; mix thoroughly
and turn into a pastry lined plate In
tie same manner as for custard pie.
Bhke until firm. Beat the whites of
three eggs light, add four tablespoonfuls of sugar and spread the meringue
over the pie. Dredge with a teaspoonful of sugar and let cool In a moderate' oven until the meringue la lightly
tinted. Serve the same day it la
made.

whlcn-m- ay

sh

one-thir-

one-thir-

table-spoonf-

